Safe so far but peak season is yet to come

By Paul Kennedy
paul@caymanreporter.com

Cayman’s hurricane season has reached half time trouble free – but weather ex-
erts warn it’s the latter stages we need to watch out for. People don’t need to be reminded it was in September when Hurricane Ivan struck – and according to the Director General of the National Weather Service, John Tibbetts, it’s the coming weeks we need to be pre-
pared for. “Peak of the hurricane season is usually around Sept. 11,” said Mr. Tibbetts.

“For the seasonal prediction to be ac-
curate we will likely see a fairly significant increase in the numbers of hurricanes and
major hurricanes.”

But he says right now, there is no indication any of these will threaten Cayman. So far, we have seen six named storms in the region, but no hurricanes and no ma-
jor hurricanes.

Weather forecasts this season from The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admini-
stration estimate between 11 and 17 named storms, 5-9 hurricanes and 2-4 major hurricanes.

Mr. Tibbetts added: “The forecast for this season was for a near average season and the numbers actually look a bit lower although we still have not reached the peak of the hurricane season yet.”

In recent days weather has deteriorat-
ed, but no weather warning for Cayman
was issued.

“Over the past weekend we had a strong tropical wave coming across the central Carib-
bean,” said Mr. Tibbetts.

“This wave was upgraded to tropical storm Franklin Sunday night as it passed south of the Cayman area. No tropical storm watches or warnings were issued for the Cayman Islands due to the distance from the Cayman and the path it took.”

In recent years, Cayman has seen a handful of hurricanes hit. In September 1955, Hurricane Hilda saw winds of more than 55 miles per hour hit Cayman. In November 2008, Hurricane Paloma caused severe damage to the Sister Islands and Grand Cayman escaped relatively unscathed.

Cayman Brac sustained the most se-
vere impact, with 71 homes destroyed and
912 damaged. Although all homes on Little Cayman were affected, none experienced major damage. Bodden Town was the only
district on Grand Cayman reporting dam-
age, with 11 homes affected.

Roughly 400 power poles fell during the storm. Telecommunications experienced sim-
ilar damage, with landline services disrupted for two to three weeks. And in September 2004, Hurricane Ivan struck.

Winds and storm surge were so strong that a quarter or more of the buildings on the islands were reported to be uninhabitable, with 85 percent damaged to some extent. Much of Grand Cayman still remained without power, water, or sewage services several months later.

TEENS COMPETE FOR TOP SPOT

Six teens but there can only be one winner. Thankfully, we don’t have the unenviable task of having to choose which one will be
crowned Miss Teen Cayman 2017.

That’s a job for the judg-
es, phew!

In its 37th year, the event will take place at the Lions Centre on August 26 and fea-
tures the theme, Young Women in a Changing World.

And it’s not just the presti-
gious and crown that the winner
will receive. Whoever grabs top
spot will also pick up a four-year
scholarship with the Ministry of
Education.

Each contestant has a sponsor, and here’s the list in full.

Thalia Naranjo, 15, West Bay – Boatell; Lian Ebanks, 16, George Town – Gitz and Glam Fashion; Layah Ebanks, 18, West Bay – Burger King; Ashley Bush, 16, West Bay – Auto Spa; Kevin-Ann Peirre, 17, Bodden Town – Scott’s Industries; and Arleny Connor, 16, East End – Cayman Safari Adventures and Fix It Celltronics.

Be insured and be prepared!

Save on your buildings cover and claim a free storm kit or $250 gift certificate!
The storm kit is free to all new home insurance policy holders. It contains all the essentials, tarpaulin, lantern, first aid kit, 5 gallon bucket and games to see you through if the weather gets rough.

Ask for a home insurance quote!
Bush backed by Bryan

A 29-year-old West Bay woman has been charged for fraud related offences linked to an allegedly stolen credit card belonging to an estranged partner.

It was fraudulently used in restaurants and retail establishments in Grand Cayman to make purchases to a value of US$1248.80.

An investigation by the RCIPS Financial Crime Unit led to the woman being arrested and charged on ten counts of obtaining property by deception and three counts of attempting to obtain properties by deception. The woman has been bailed to attend summary court on Aug. 15.

By Paul Kennedy
paul@caymanreporter.com

Speaker of the House McKeova Bush has received support from fellow politician Kenneth Bryan who says people must not jump to conclusions and everyone is innocent until proven guilty.

Last week it was revealed how Mr. Bush will not face any further action after he was accused of grabbing the buttocks of a woman at a Florida casino.

Mr. Bush spent the night in custody and was released on a $1,000 bond. But authorities in the United States said they are dropping the case – and will not be speaking to the former Premier about the matter again.

Now the Independent member for George Town Central has said he knows firsthand what it’s like to be accused of a crime – and having people jump to the wrong conclusions.

“A person is innocent until proven guilty,” said Mr. Bryan. “And that’s exactly how people should have treated the Honourable Speaker after his arrest.”

“He wasn’t even charged with anything and, as he said he would, he has now been exonerated. I know firsthand what he went through.

“I was arrested myself in the past and some people are always very quick to throw you under the bus. I just hope now the people of this country can move on.”

Following his arrest in Florida, some members of the Legislative Assembly questioned Mr. Bush’s position and called for “dignity, honour and prestige” to be restored to the position of Speaker of the House.

Mr. Byran was not one of those who supported this.

He added: “The idea to have him remained from his position was something I never supported because it would have had a serious detrimental effect on government, its structure and the running of the country.”

After it was announced there would be no charges against the Speaker, Mr. Bush issued a statement thanking his wife, family, friends and colleagues for their support.

He added: “The last few weeks have been very difficult for me and my family and the support we have received has helped us get through these difficult times.

“To my detractors, my only hope is that you never have to go through what me and my family have over the past few weeks, but if you do, hopefully those around you will not rush to judgement and say or write disparaging comments before the truth prevails.”

By Paul Kennedy
paul@caymanreporter.com

McKeova Bush

The public is hereby informed that Dr. Stephen Tomlinson now works at Savannah Medical Clinic at Countryside Shopping Village, Unit 5, Building H

Hours of Operation: Monday to Friday 9:30am – 4:30pm

Your Neighborhood Medical Professionals small enough to service, big enough to care

SERVICES PROVIDED:

All Residents and Visitors welcomed

All local insurances accepted

Phone 345-749-6066
Email: smmcountryside@gmail.com

Inquiry over liquor licence

The Deputy Governor, Franz Manderson and the Minister for Commerce, Planning and Investment, Joey Hew announced there will be an independent inquiry by the Internal Audit unit into a matter relating to a Liquor Licensing Board decision.

The matter concerning a liquor licence granted to a gas station in Red Bay to sell liquor on Sundays has been the subject of news reports and a recent newspaper editorial.

Announcing the independent inquiry, Minister Hew explained that as the incoming Minister he has not been privy to the history of this application, and in light of the concerns expressed and the seriousness of matter, he has decided to request an independent investigation by the Internal Audit Unit to identify exactly what transpired.

The Deputy Governor confirmed that he supports the Ministry in this call for an investigation.

The Family Of The Late
Pansy Lucille Borden regret to announce her passing on Sunday, 13 August 2017 at Bodden Funeral Service Chapel, 117 Walkers Rd.

Interment will follow in West Bay Cemetery.

Condolences can be registered at boddenfuneralservices.com & Bodden Funeral Service Facebook page.

The Family Of The Late
Charles O. “Captains Chuckie” Ebanks regret to announce his passing on Sunday, 13 August 2017 at West Bay Cemetery.

Condolences can be registered at boddenfuneralservices.com & Bodden Funeral Service Facebook page.

The Family Of The Late
Kenneth William MacVicar regret to announce his passing on Saturday, 5 August 2017.

A funeral service will be held 2:00 PM on Saturday, 12 August 2017 at First Baptist Church.

Viewing will be from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM prior to the service.

Interment will take place in Prospect Cemetery.

Condolences can be registered at boddenfuneralservices.com & Bodden Funeral Service Facebook page.
Remembering 'one of life's better people'

Tributes poured in for a long-term Caymanian resident and account-ant who died recently. Conrad MacVicar was well known in the community and business world.

He came to Cayman from Partick in Glasgow, Scotland, and was boyhood friends with com-edian Billy Connolly.

Among other places, he worked at NAPA and Jacques Scott. Jon Cubbon, of Jacques Scott, said: “Conrad was a fantastic indi-vidual full of great stories. He was a man of empathy and integrity. “I met him in 2005 and we be-came instant friends. He was a great man, a proper gentleman, scholar and entertainer. He will be sorely missed.”

“He impacted a lot of peo-ple’s lives for the good from near and far. All at Jacques Scott that were privileged to work with him are deeply saddened by the news. We were privileged to work with him and the odd tear here and there. Great laugh, deep conversations and the odd story here and there. “I vaguely remember him say-ing I will only stay for one but he meant one month. “Conrad shared my apartment in George Town. We had many a great laugh, deep conversations and the odd tear here and there. “During that time, I honestly be-lieved that we helped each other through a very difficult time so as I sit here on my balcony looking out at the Atlantic I raise a glass to a true gentleman and friend till we meet again. Conrad RIP.”

Another friend, Eddie Ballantyne, a Celtic FC support-er, added: “I loved him dearly. He was and will always be one of life’s best people. His only flaw really was his love of Rangers.’ He made us laugh through the very dark days after Hurricane Ivan.”

Mr. MacVicar is survived by his wife Carla (nee Bodden), chil-dren David, Conrad, Pauline, Brittany and step-children Emily and Morgan. He also has six grandchildren and one great grandchild.

A funeral service will be held 3 p.m. Tuesday Aug. 15 at First Baptist Church. Viewing will be from 2 p.m. prior to the service. Interment will follow at Prospect Cemetery.

Miss Cayman preapres for Universe date

Reigning Miss Cayman Islands Anika Conolly is gearing up for the annual Miss Universe Pageant with training in ward-robe, fitness, public speaking and maintaining her public ap-pearence schedule.

“Being Miss Cayman Islands 2017 has been the journey of a lifetime for me,” said Anika. “I have enjoyed the role immensely so far and look forward to rep-resenting my country on the in-ternational level in the upcoming Miss Universe pageant. Training for Miss Universe has started and I hope to receive everyone’s support and encouragement as I prepare to represent my coun-try and carry on the legacy of our CaymanKind.”

Since taking the crown in March, Anika has been heavily involved in community events and has contributed to Cayman’s culture in many ways. From Southwest’s inaugural launch to the CayFilm awards night, she has been keeping busy with local ap-pearences and putting her stamp on the local scene. In addition to speaking at the annual Human Resources Conference in May, Anika volunteers with the Cancer Society and is a youth leader and mentor to young people.

Get HOME insurance from the leader in AUTO insurance.

Let us save you time and money. Get a hassle-free quote in minutes.

In person. Over the phone. Or online. Saxon HOME Insurance. It’s the SMART thing to do.

Flexible policies | Competitive pricing | Personal service

Visit saxon.ky or call (345) 94SAXON
Captive Forum marks 25th year

The 25th Cayman Captive Forum is approaching and the Insurance Managers Association of Cayman have been busy planning what is to be another impressive lineup of speakers.

Known for being one of the world’s largest insurance conferences, Cayman Captive Forum has a streak of attracting highly sought-after speakers. Last year’s event welcomed ultra-distance swimmer Diana Nyad. At the age of 64, Ms Nyad swam from Cuba to Florida – the first person to do so without the aid of a shark cage.

This year the Forum boasts another influential speaker, with award-winning CNN contributor and popular TEDx motivational speaker Mel Robbins scheduled to take the podium. As one of America’s top motivational speakers, Ms Robbins is known for her poignant talks on behavior change, and is author of the bestseller, The 5 Second Rule.

Forum committee chair, Erin Brosnihan said: “For 25 years now, the Cayman Captive Forum has delivered dynamic speakers, and this year will be no different. Mel’s inspirational words encourage people to seek out inner determination and self-empowerment. We look forward having her with us.”

The Cayman Captive Forum attracts directors, chief financial officers, risk managers, insurance managers, and other service providers from around the world. The event is from Nov. 28-30 at the Ritz-Carlton Grand Cayman.

Teach kids to fish

Parents in the Cayman Islands are extraordi-

narily lucky to have access so many family-friendly activ-

ities, especially at this time of year when the kids are on their long summer vacation.

They can take their kids to the beach for the day, or just take in a movie and a meal at Camana Bay. There are plenty of places to go including the Cayman Turtle Center, Stingray City or Rum Point.

But too many parents overlook fishing when they’re considering their weekend or summer plans. Fishing is one of the best ways to spend time with your kids. Most kids love fishing, and even those who’ve never tried it will often be excited to give it a go.

But to ensure the kids have a good time, you need to make sure they actually catch fish – few youngsters are excited to stand on the beach for hours without getting any bites. Fortunately, you can greatly improve the odds of hooking a couple of fish by simply embracing two key strategies: use the right equipment and target the best species.

Equipment

For the easy route, just set up for a day of fishing with one of the Cayman Islands’ numerous charters. This will alleviate the need to worry about equipment at all, as most charter services provide all equipment needed.

However, if you’d rather just head down to the shore without a guide, the kids need suitable rods and reels.

Always use simple equipment when teaching kids to fish. This means using spinning rod and reel combos, which are less likely to become tangled in the hands of youngsters than the baitcasting combos many adults prefer to use. Also, use rods that are a bit on the short side, which are better suited for their small frames. Something in the 6-12 range is usually perfect.

Species

Serious anglers come to Cayman from all over the world to catch the local bonefish, but these aren’t always the ideal target for first-time anglers. Small barracuda can be caught too, but they’re more likely to bite artificial lures than baited hooks, so they’re also best left to more seasoned anglers. Instead, target tarpon for kids.

Tarpon are awesome fighters. They may only weigh 10 or 20 pounds, but they battle with the power of fish twice that size. They can be caught in a variety of places throughout the Cayman Islands, but Grand Cayman’s North Sound and Little Cayman’s Tarpon Pond are two of the best locations to pursue them with kids. It’s also worth trying to work the land-locked brackish ponds scattered across Grand Cayman.

Tarpon can be caught with a variety of live or cut baits, but small pieces of squid (available at many local grocery stores) are probably your best bet. Best to attach a 1-oz. weight to the line to keep it in place once it is in the water.

It’s also worth catching some of other common, lo-
cal species, such as French grunts, permit or dusky damselfish. Regardless of what you catch, you’ll want to make sure to release it back into the water quickly and release back into the water quickly and release back into the water quickly and release back into the water quickly.

To learn more about teaching children to fish, check out Outdoor Empire’s comprehensive review of the topic. There’s not only tips and tricks for selecting the best baits and lures to use when fishing with your kids, but you’ll also learn how to find fish that kids can actually catch.

Cancer Society event at Marriott

The Cayman Islands Cancer Society celebrates a weekend of cancer awareness at the Marriott Beach Resort next month.

This is the fifth free health fair of its kind hosted by the Cancer Society. This year they will be partnering with several organisations to provide health information and screenings to the public.

The event, which starts at 8:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. on Sept. 16, brings to the public new and innovative ways of screening, diagnosing and treating cancer. While this event is dubbed Conquering Cancer, the attendees will get the chance to have free health screenings for glucose level, blood pressure, Body Mass Index and cholesterol as well as free healthy food samplings by local supermarkets.

Educational presentations will be made by:

- Conceptions Florida
- Cleveland Clinic
- Health City
- Baptist Health
- Memorial Health
- Perseus PCI
- University of Miami
- Cancer Treatment Centres of America
- CTMH Doctor’s Hospital

This event is open to members of the public and is free. It will bring more than 30 exhibitors to provide information on health products and services plus plenty of giveaways.

INDEPENDENT REALTY

LARGE DREAM HOME LOTS FOR SALE

2 x 1 Acre Lots on Queen’s Highway

- Located on Queen’s Highway, N.E. Coast, East End
- Across from the ocean and next to modern and upscale homes
- Now reduced to CIS$135,000 per lot
- 1 Acre each
- Space for large home with garage, gardening and pool
- Ocean views possible with ample elevation
- Zoned Residential Agriculture

Contact Judith for more details:
Phone: (345) 926 6360
E-mail: jmdodds@candw.ky
Also visit us at www.Independentrealty.ky
EY event inspires students

By Ron Shillingford
Ron@caymanreporter.com

Over 30 students, including Cayman Connection UK members, were invited to join EY at a student networking event at The Venue in Cayman last week.

CCUK helps students studying in the United Kingdom to network with other Caymanians so that they don’t feel too isolated and uninformed. It organises regular meetings in both London and in Cayman and has created Cayman Student Ambassadors who take an active role in keeping members fully informed and involved.

The EY event was an opportunity for students to learn more about scholarship and internship opportunities and to talk to EY partners, managers and human resources staff. The students were told about finance in the Cayman Islands and some of the tax haven misconceptions about Cayman’s financial service that EY deals with on a daily basis. The students were offered advice and information about EY as an organisation and EY scholar Jamal Hinds spoke about being involved in the EY scholarship system and the great opportunities.

Opportunities

Jan Connolly, HR manager who leads the scholarship and internship programme and organised the event, welcomed the students, spoke of the EY opportunities, how to apply, and opened the floor to questions.

The event included a fun networking bingo and goodie bags and prizes from the company. Kate Kandiah, CCGK co-founder, said: “It is a pleasure to be able to attend these networking events with students and share details with our members.

“We have students on our database studying accounting and finance who may not know about some of these private sector opportunities so it is great to be involved. I enjoyed meeting CCGK students at the event and students who will be new to the U.K. this year.”

Mr. Hinds said: “Working at EY has given me the opportunity to put the accounting knowledge learned at university to use, as well as gain new skills.

“I am also grateful for being selected as the 2017 Scholarship Recipient which will support me throughout my postgraduate studies so that I can become a Certified Public Accountant. I am looking forward to being back in the U.K. and will stay connected to CCGK there.

“I think Caymanians that are considering studying accounting should apply for the EY Scholarship and Internship as you then have the opportunity to travel, work alongside a diverse set of staff and enhance key skills. You would be surprised how much you learn in such a short time.”

Mr. Hinds feels fortunate to have interned with EY for nine weeks last summer. “This gave me the opportunity to put the accounting knowledge learned at university to use and strengthened my understanding of the subject,” he said. “I had the chance to ask questions relating to career development at EY and the necessary steps to take in order to become a CPA.”

He did some research and realised that he needed to do a master’s in accounting to gain the required credit hours to be able to sit the exams and gain the designation.

“I wasn’t planning on doing a master’s but I had a great experience and wanted to come back,” he said. “So, I applied for the EY scholarship, did an interview with a panel of partners and was ultimately successful.”

He recently completed a BSc in accounting and management with finance in London. He will be returning to the U.K. in September to start a master’s in accounting and management at Queen Mary, University of London.

Mr. Hinds has been in London for the past three years and loves it. “London is a melting pot of cultures and I have a chance to meet people from all over the world with various backgrounds every day,” he said.

Mr. Hinds is not a Cayman Student Ambassador yet but will promote Cayman to his U.K. friends as well as be a part of networking events. Last month he attended an event with Premier Alden McLaughlin and past Cayman Governors, during which Mr. Hinds shared with EY staff about volunteering. “I would encourage those in the U.K. to sign up for COUK and those interested in a career in accounting to consider EY. The staff is supportive and you learn so much.”

HSA opens Acute Care Clinic

The Health Services Authority has opened an Acute Care Clinic for patients with non-emergency medical conditions who still have an immediate need to see a doctor. The clinic offers patients a lower cost alternative to the Accident & Emergency department at the Cayman Islands Hospital, helping to reduce their waiting times.

The Acute Care Clinic also provides same-day care for everyday illness and injury, including minor cuts, mild sprains, fever, sore throats, earaches and eye infections and cold symptoms during the peak flu season, with no appointment required. It is open Monday to Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the General Practice building on the campus of the Cayman Islands Hospital.

Director of Primary Healthcare Services at the HSA, Dr. Samuel Williams said the Acute Care Clinic reflects the authority’s commitment to providing accessible, convenient and high-quality medical treatment to the people of the Cayman Islands.

The clinic will benefit patients who may not be able to see their primary physician, who do not have a primary physician or who do not need emergency treatment.

HSA CEO Lizette Yearwood in extolling the benefits of the service said the clinic will ensure that each patient is placed in the right care setting for their needs. She said: “They will no longer need to go to the Emergency Room for non-life-threatening illnesses. “This is a crucial development that delivers a better experience for our patients.”

Dr. Williams encourages patients to continue to book appointments with their Primary Care Physician at the General Practice Clinic and to visit the Acute Care Clinic only when the need for acute, but non-emergency care arises.
**Netflix and chill? Here's what's new**

**By Paul Kennedy paul@caymanreporter.com**

**OK, so granted, we all live in one of if not the, best place in the world, right?**

But let’s face it, some days and nights all we want to do is Netflix and chill. So, what’s new on the site and, better still, what crackers might you have missed? Let’s take a look.

---

**Message from the King**

A mysterious outsider named Jacob King from South Africa arrives in Los Angeles to avenge his younger sister’s death. What he discovers as he tries to piece together her last moments is a sleazy underworld of sex, drugs and secrets.

**IMDB rating: 8.6/10**

**IMDB rating: 6.7**

---

**Surviving Escobar**

John Jairo “JJ” Velasquez, also known as Popeye, is Colombian drug lord and terrorist Pablo Escobar’s right-hand man. In 1992, JJ decides he doesn’t want to die like so many of his comrades, and gives himself up, asking to serve his time quietly. He confesses to 250 killings, several kidnappings, terrorism and drug trafficking. In prison, JJ finds out that the time he will serve is going to be anything but tranquil, as he suffers beatings at the hands of the guards and becomes involved in armed clashes with his fellow prisoners.

**IMDB rating: 6.3**

---

**Gypsy**

Academy Award-nominee Naomi Watts stars in this Netflix-original psychological thriller as Jean, a therapist in New York with a successful practice and a life that seems picturesque. As Jean starts to develop intimate and illicit relationships with the people in her patients’ lives, the borders of her professional life and personal fantasies become blurred. Jean descends into a world where reality and the forces of her desires are disastrously at odds, which impacts her life and the lives of those around her.

**IMDB rating: 7.1**

---

**Icarus**

When Bryan Fogel sets out to uncover the truth about doping in sport, a chance meeting with a Russian scientist transforms his story from a personal experiment into a geopolitical thriller involving dirty urine, explained death and Olympic gold-exposing the biggest scandal in sports history.

**IMDB rating: 8.2**

---

**Friends from College**

Years after becoming friends at Harvard, Ethan, Lisa, Sam, Nick, Max and Marianne are heading into a new era - their 40s. This series, directed and executive produced by Nicholas Stoller, delves into intertwined and complicated relationships, including former romantic entanglements and comedic explorations of old bonds. As everyone tries to manage their lives as adults, they also experience nostalgia.

**IMDB rating: 6.7**

---

**Checkpoint**

During a routine camp out, a local vagrant discovers plans for an invasion in America. When he tries to notify the local sheriff about his discovery, the sheriff dismisses his claims and has him locked up for loitering. When the sheriff notices odd interactions with other town folk he begins to look into the vagrant’s claim of a sleep-er cell living amongst the locals within this small town. After evidence of a beheading is exposed, others begin to fear that the insurgents will attack on hometown USA.

**IMDB Rating: 3.2**

---

**Boyka: Undisputed**

Boyka (Scott Adkins) accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, forcing him to question everything he’s worked for. When he finds out his opponent’s widow is in trouble, he becomes her champion in a series of seemingly impossible fights. This is the fourth installment in the fighting franchise starring Adkins. If you like lots of fighting, lots of blood, and a few slightly dodgy Easter European accents, then look no further.

**IMDB Rating: 7.2**

---

**Ozark**

Ozark is an American crime drama thriller web series. Jason Bateman stars in the series; he also directed the first two and last two episodes. Bateman portrays financial planner Marty Byrde, and Laura Linney plays his wife Wendy. Marty suddenly relocates the family from a Chicago suburb to a summer resort community in the Missouri Ozarks after a money laundering scheme goes wrong, and he must pay off a debt to a Mexican drug lord.

**IMDB Rating: 8.6/10**

---

**Raising the bar**

Kelly, 16, quits an elite gymnastics program in America and moves to Australia. To help out a new friend and show up an old rival, because a girl broke her leg, Kelly re-enters competitive gymnastics. She’ll have to find a way to move forward while also making amends with her past.

**IMDB Rating: 6.4**

---

**Savage Dog**

A Wild West town controlled by the criminal class, Vietnamese warlords and European war criminals. Den-Dhin-Chan Labour Camp is run by four such dangerous men. The worst prison in the land, it is here that a European, former-champion boxer Martin Tilman (Scott Adkins) has made a name for himself fighting in high stakes events.

**IMDB Rating: 4.8**

---
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**Events calendar**

**AUGUST**

**BYRON LEE CONCERT**
FRIDAY, 11: Mango Tree hosts the Byron Lee’s Dragonaires frontline reunion, featuring Oscar B, Lima Cabio, Vashy and Andrea Rivera, alongside local bands. Hosted by D-Docta the event includes four bars, jerk fest and a host of priz.es. Tickets are $25 presold, $30 at the gate. The event starts at 9 p.m. Tickets are available from Mango Tree, Funky Tangs, J&M Electronics, and Infinity Fashions.

**COWGIRL DANCE OFF**
FRIDAY, 11: Don your best stetson hat and cowboy boots and head on down to Lone Star Bar & Grill for the Seven Mile Beach bar’s 11th annual Cowgirl Dance Off. The fun starts at 9 p.m. and runs until late. The event is free and there is a grand prize of $1,000 for the best bar top dancer.

**NCVO GARAGE SALE**
SATURDAY, 12: The NCVO holds its quarterly parking lot sale set for from 6-10 a.m. There will be several booths of lightly used products including household items, baby supplies, toys, clothes (including select school uniforms), shoes, books, artwork and furniture. Proceeds go to the charity’s programmes and help the less fortunate. Support the NCVO by donating lightly used items to the New to You Bargain Shop; by volunteering your time or simply supporting the sale. The NCVO is located at 90A Anthony Pedro St. James, Grand Cayman. For more information contact Mona, at ncvo@coordinator.lnc.org.ky or call 949-2124/526-1078.

**OPEN TENNIS TOURNAMENT**
SUNDAY, 13: Philippine Tennis Club’s Match Tournament for men and women. Games start at 7-10 a.m. at Camana Bay Tennis Court. Everybody who are tennis enthusiasits are welcome to join in. Call or text 916-8271/924-3214/324-1393 for registration. Deadline will be by Saturday, Aug. 12.

**STROKE AND STRIDE TRIATHLON**
WEDNESDAY 16: Stroke and Stride is a three-series fundraiser race to support young transplant and community charities. It attracts a wide range of abilities; from those that just want to get out and have fun through to seasoned athletes. Due to construction at Sunset House, this year’s race will start at Eden Rock and finish at Bar Crudo with parking facilities at Bayshore Mall. The swim distance increases each week whilst the run stays the same at 2 miles. Participate in 1, 2 or 3 of the races – individually or as a team: • Race 3 – Aug. 16 - 800m swim, 2 mile run - 4:55 p.m. start

**HEALTH AWARENESS**
THURSDAY, 17: Are your kids heading back to school and you want to make sure they have the resources necessary to focus, stay healthy, and succeed from the very beginning? Maybe you too are back from vacation and are getting into a normal rhythm, and want to start caring for your health and well-being again? It’s time to start to think about normalcy! For more details email mialinowski@cicc.ky.

**CULTURE AT THE CINEMA**
SATURDAY, 19: Enjoy a screening of Saint Joan at Regal Cinema, Camana Bay. The screening is part of Culture at the Cinema, a monthly event that brings internationally renowned stage performances to the Cayman Islands, filmed live at venues around the world. Saint Joan tells the story of the charismatic Joan of Arc. Bernard Shaw’s classic play depicts a woman with all the instinct, zeal and transforming power of a revolutionary. Doors open at 7 p.m. and the screening starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $40 and include a glass of bubbly.

**CHARITY TRUNK SALE**
SATURDAY, 19: The Cayman Islands Cancer Society hosts a fundraising trunk sale in the parking lot of BCC First Caribbean International Bank’s Main Street branch, from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.

**NATIONAL RUGBY 7S UK**
SUNDAY 20: The Cayman Islands National Rugby 7s hold their second annual 5k fundraiser, offering seven fun ways for the entire family to participate and get fit – run, walk, bicycle, scooter, roller blade, skateboard, and stroller for infants. Admission is $20, $15 for those aged 8 to 12 years and free for little ones under the age of 8. Payment can be made on the day or at the South Sound Rugby Club between Tuesdays and Thursdays. The run kicks off at 6:30 a.m. at Camana Bay.

**CIPA CHARITY 5K AND 10K**
SATURDAY, 26: Runners and walkers of all levels are invited to this fun event. Two distances, both starting at 6:30 a.m. Runners and walkers of all levels are invited. Registration: $25 and includes breakfast, and entry into raffle prize drawing. This is a chip-timed event. Start and finish at Cricket Square.

**REGGAE AND SOCA DANCE**
SATURDAY, 26: Pedro St. James, Savannah. This is an old school night to remember. Reggae, soca and classic hits from the 80s and 90s. Doors open at 6 p.m. with complimentary Champagne and 1780 rum tasting from 6-7 p.m. Music by Super C, Bystly and DJ T. $25 pre-sold $30 at the door.

**SEPTEMBER**

**PAWS ON WHEELS**
Sunday 3: Third annual PAWS on Wheels is a charity fundraiser event, start from the Lighthouse Restaurant in Breaker at 7 a.m. PAWS - protection, animal, welfare, society is staging this 20-mile event which is not a race, on an East End loop. Children and families are encouraged to participate 5 or 10 miles. From Lighthouse to Clifton Hunter School and back is 5 miles. From Lighthouse to North Side gas station and back is 10 miles. Registration at the Lighthouse parking lot from 6:15- 6:45 a.m. Adds $25 commemorative T-shirt. Adults $ 50 with commemorative cycling jersey. Children under 12 free admission. Raffle prizes and prize for best cat or dog costume theme cyclist.

**CRISIS CENTRE GALA**
SATURDAY, 16: The Cayman Islands Crisis Centre hosts its annual fundraising dinner and auction, Opal My Big Fat Greek Gala, at Ristorante Pappagallo. Guests will be transported to the mythical times of Ancient Greece, and the essence of Dionysus through cocktails, dancing, authentic Greek food and entertainment. Guests are encouraged to don Grecoian attire or black-tie. Tickets are $150, or $1,250 for groups of 10. All proceeds will assist CICCI in providing abused women and children with emergency shelter and the opportunity to live a life free of violence. For more details email aminila@cicci.ky.

**BIG SHAVE**
FRIDAY, 22: Hannah’s Heroes Big Shave takes place at The Wicket in Cricket Square, 5-9 p.m. Organisers are encouraging supporters to forgo their next haircut and opt to shave instead to help raise money for the St Baldrick’s Foundation. Since fundraising began in September 2013, supporters of Hannah’s Heroes have raised US$1.4 million for the St Baldrick’s Foundation. The fund- raising shave will feature a silent auction, balcony prize raffle and food and drinks specials from The Brasserie.

**CULTURE AT THE CINEMA**
SATURDAY, 23: Enjoy a screening of Yerma at Regal Cinema, Camana Bay. The screening is part of Culture at the Cinema, a monthly event that brings internationally renowned stage performances to the Cayman Islands, filmed live at venues around the world. Starring Billie Piper, this award-winning play is set in contemporary London and tells the story of a woman in her 20s who is driven to the un-thinkable by her desperate desire to have a child. Doors open at 7 p.m. and the screening starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $40 and include a glass of bubbly.

**FESTIVAL OF THE SEAS**
SATURDAY, 30: The Central Caribbean Marine Institute hosts their annual fundraising event, Festival of the Seas, 5-11 p.m. at Kids. This year’s theme is Beach Ball. Guests will be treated to a night of fantastic food, music and dancing. Visit reeftopsearch.org.

**OCTOBER**

**WALK AND WAG 5K**
SATURDAY, 1: The Cayman Islands Humane Society will hold its annual Walk and Wag 5K Charity Fun Walk/Run at Camana Bay. This fundraiser benefits all the dogs and cats at the shelter. Registration fee is $25 per person. Dogs can be collected from the shelter. The first 200 participants will receive a free T-shirt. Sign up via Cayman Active or at the Humane Society.

**BREAST CANCER GALA DINNER**
SATURDAY, 7: Mark your diaries and ready your pink apparel for the annual Breast Cancer Foundation Gala, at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman. This year’s guest speakers are Guilliana and Bill Rancic. For details as well as sponsorship opportunities, email info@breastcancerfoundation.ky.

**VOICES FOR HOSPICE NOSTALGIA**
FRIDAY, 10 & 11: Cayman HospiceCare celebrates World Hospice & Palliative care day with two evenings of music and dance at the Prospect Playhouse. On the 10th enjoy a Champagne gala opening at 6:30 p.m. followed by the stage production of Ball. On the 11th doors open at 6 p.m. with the production starting at 7 p.m. Limited seats are available. Friday’s event is priced at $100; Saturday is priced at $50. Call 9455-7447. All funds raised go Cayman HospiceCare.

**NOVEMBER**

**PIRATES WEEK**
THURSDAY, 9-13: Swashbuckling pirates are set to descend on Cayman. Save the date for this fun-filled family festival!

**REMEMBERANCE DAY**
MONDAY, 13: Public holiday

Do you have an event you wish to be listed? Email details at news@caymanreporter.com.
By Ron Shillingford
ron@caymanreporter.com

The Cayman Islands has seen a spike in crime in recent months, but the country is still relatively safe and not a serious problem compared to other Caribbean countries.

The Canadian government has issued a warning to its nationals on which Caribbean nations to be ultra-vigilant in and named the worst areas. If any Cayman residents are travelling to any of these areas soon, it’s worth noting which places to avoid. Much of safe travelling is common sense anyway, but tourists can easily go in potentially dangerous spots totally unwittingly.

### Belize

Be alert since banditry and lawlessness are a problem in the cities of Albina and Moengo, and along the East-West Highway between Paramaribo and Albina. Avoid the areas of Palm Garden (Palmentuin) in the Dutch area of Paramaribo after dark due to illicit activities and the lack of police presence; to ensure that your personal belongings, passports and travel documents are secure always and to avoid walking alone after dark outside the immediate vicinity of major hotels.

### Suriname

Be alert since banditry and lawlessness are a problem in the cities of Albina and Moengo, and along the East-West Highway between Paramaribo and Albina. Avoid the areas of Palm Garden (Palmentuin) in the Dutch area of Paramaribo after dark due to illicit activities and the lack of police presence; to ensure that your personal belongings, passports and travel documents are secure always and to avoid walking alone after dark outside the immediate vicinity of major hotels.

### Guyana

Guyana has seen an increase in assaults, pick-pocketing, purse snatching, break-ins, armed robberies, car thefts and carjackings, particularly in Georgetown, including Stabroek Market, Tiger Bay and South Georgetown.

TheGuyana sea wall, from east of the Pegasus Hotel extending to Sheriff Street and adjacent areas, has been the site of several crimes and should be avoided after dark, as well as the villages of Buxton, Lusignan, Friendship and Annadale and New Amsterdam. Travellers should also be wary when on the road to and from Cheddi Jagan International Airport and on the Linden Highway, especially at night, since violent attacks have also occurred on the roads.

### Jamaica

In Jamaica, avoid travel to the areas of Tivoli Gardens, Whitfield Town, Payne Land, West Kingston, Grant’s Pen, August Town, Denham Town, Hannah Town, Arnett Gardens, Olympic Gardens, Harbour View, Central Village, Spanish Town, Mountain View, Trench Town, Cassava Piece, Canterbury, Norwood and Rose Heights. You should also avoid some parts of Montego Bay, namely St. Clavers Avenue and Hart Street, Flankers, Canterbury, Norwood and Rose Heights and Mount Salem in Jamaica. Be on the lookout for petty theft, pick-pocketing and bag-snatching that are common in major tourist areas. Try not to walk alone while visiting the island; to exercise extreme caution in all regions of the country after dark and avoid visiting beaches and isolated areas at night and to be wary of “friendly” strangers since there have been reports of sexual assaults at tourist resorts carried out by resort staff and, in some cases, by other tourists.

### Trinidad & Tobago

In Trinidad & Tobago, remain vigilant in Laventille and at popular tourist sites such as Fort George, La Brea (Pitch Lake) and Las Cuevas beach, where the government says crimes targeting foreigners have been reported. Also, avoid unpopulated areas such as scenic overlooks, especially after dark and around the docks in Port of Spain.
**Nassau is picturesque but potentially dangerous**

When travelling to the Bahamas it’s best to monitor local media and follow the instructions of local authorities. Crime occurs mainly in Nassau and Freeport and there has been an increase in armed robberies targeting tourists in Nassau. Avoid deserted beaches if travelling there, and don’t walk alone, particularly after dark since sexual assaults are on the rise in Nassau, the country’s capital.

**The Dominican Republic**

There is a disturbing amount of crime in the Dominican Republic. This includes pick-pocketing and bag-snatching, which occurs at resorts, beaches, airports, bus stations and on public transport and from hotel room safes, as well as from cars, particularly rentals.

Travellers should also be wary of drive-by robberies, where thieves on motorcycles, scooters or bicycles grab bags and other valuables from pedestrians and of criminals impersonating police officers, who will stop vehicles and ask foreigner drivers for payment of fines for made-up offences. Women travelling alone are also warned to exercise caution when dealing with strangers or recent acquaintances, especially regarding the acceptance of rides or other invitations, since incidents of assault, rape and sexual aggression against foreigners have occurred, including at beach resorts. In some cases, hotel employees have been implicated.

**Haiti**

Haiti is the poorest country in the Caribbean and in recent years, natural disasters have taken its toll on the economy and infrastructure. That is reflected in the high crime rate. Non-essential travel to the neighbourhoods of Marissiant, Carrefour, Bel Air and Cité Soleil, in the capital Port-au-Prince is advised. Criminal activity is especially prevalent in large centres such as downtown Port-au-Prince, the country’s capital, where armed gangs operate. There have been reports of murders, kidnappings, armed robbery, burglary and carjacking, even in daylight hours. Never walk alone and avoid travelling after nightfall.

---

**Be aware of crime**

- Crime occurs mainly in Nassau and Freeport and there has been an increase in armed robberies targeting tourists in Nassau.

**The Bahamas**

- Avoid deserted beaches if travelling there, and don’t walk alone, particularly after dark since sexual assaults are on the rise in Nassau, the country’s capital.

**The Dominican Republic**

- There is a disturbing amount of crime in the Dominican Republic, including pick-pocketing and bag-snatching.

**Haiti**

- Haiti is the poorest country in the Caribbean and in recent years, natural disasters have taken its toll on the economy and infrastructure.

---

**hot spots**

**The Bahamas**

Santo Domingo has some dodgy areas

**The Dominican Republic**

**Haiti**

Kent McTaggart

---

**Grenada will host tourism event**

Grenada will play host the Caribbean Tourism Organisation’s annual State of the Industry Conference from Oct. 9 to 13 at the Radisson Grand Beach Resort in Grand Anse. This year’s theme, Supercharging the Caribbean Brand: Meeting the Needs of the New Explorer, will focus on the changing dynamics within the travel industry for the region.

“We have to ensure that the Caribbean is positioned and ready to capture the interest of the new explorer who wants adventure and authentic experiences,” said Sylma Brown Bramble, CTO director for the U.S.

Apart from discussions, workshops and seminars covering major issues affecting the tourism industry, SOTIC is an opportunity for member countries to showcase their tourism products to an international audience. Grenada will host destination tours as well, according to Patricia Maher, CEO of the Grenada Tourism Authority.

More than 350 industry leaders from the 36 member countries of the CTO as well as representatives of the regional and international private sectors are expected to attend.

---

**BVI plans regatta**

The 2018 BVI Spring Regatta and Sailing Festival is planning its 47th annual race, with new innovations, parties and races. From March 26-April 1, the waters of the British Virgin Islands will see competitors from across the globe.

New for 2018 will be a long-distance race around BVI’s 64 islands. Starting with the Round Tortola Race for the Nanny Cay Cup, sailors will then circumnavigate all the island’s landmarks. Dubbed The Full Moon Race - 64 Islands - One Brilliant Night, it is a 165-mile race.

---

**Bolt could be Puma boss**

Puma has revealed plans to hand its prized brand ambassador, Usain Bolt, a new role ahead of his impending retirement after confirming it could make the Jamaican sprinter the head of its Caribbean business.

The German brand has stressed Bolt’s absence from the track will not be to the detriment of his role with the company.

Speaking to German newspaper Handelsblatt, the executive Bjorn Gulden said: “Usain Bolt could be even more important for us when he stops running. I can even imagine that he could run our business in the Caribbean.”

Puma has supported Bolt since he was 15 and in 2013 he renewed his commitment to the brand with a contract running beyond the 2016 Rio Olympic Games.
Glitz and glam? Maybe. Brains and beauty? For sure. But bang! Miss Teen is about so much more. Sure, the catwalk is a great place to strut, and let’s be honest, who doesn’t want a career as an international supermodel? But Miss Teen Cayman is also about community, and most importantly, it’s about Cayman. Representing the country and doing the residents proud.

That’s exactly what the half dozen contestants learned during their whistle stop tour of the country as they get set for Aug. 26.

Whether it was live broadcasts on Radio Cayman, meeting some old folks on the Sister Islands, or posing for pictures with the individual sponsors, these girls have to be professional, courteous and at the top of their game. And it’s so far, so good. They’ve delivered when and where it matters. But to fair they did have a little help from someone who knows only too well the responsibility of being Miss Teen... last year’s winner Liana De Costa.

The Miss Teen Cayman event takes place on Saturday August 26 at the Lions Centre. Gates open 5:30 p.m. Due to a previous family commitment overseas, Kevie-Ann Peirre couldn’t make the trip to the Brac.

Sightseeing in Cayman Brac

Miss Teen contestants and last year’s winner at Radio Cayman

History lesson at Cayman Brac museum

Cayman Brac museum

Meeting with Cayman Brac’s elderly community

Arriving in Cayman Brac

Miss Teen contestants in formal wear

Left to right: Arleny Connor, Kevie-Ann Peirre, Ashley Bush, Layah Ebanks, Lian Ebanks and Thalia Naranjo

Meeting with Cayman Brac’s elderly community

Some of the contestants take to the airwaves

Photos: Gary Franklin and @KrisWilliamsCreative
Jackson relishes president’s role

By Ron Shillingford
ron@caymanreporter.com

The Cayman Islands Boxing Association has a new president in Leyla Jackson, who got the post despite not even applying for it. Cayman’s boxing scene has progressed rapidly in recent years with fighters like Dariel Ebanks and Hopkin Ebanks reaching world class. There are several talented novices too, including Chambria Dalhouse and Alex Smith who last month competed at the Commonwealth Youth Games.

Jackson has been involved with the CIBA in various posts and is now a qualified judge and ref. That background has prepared her well for the president’s position. She said: “I didn’t technically go for the job, there was an election and I was nominated so it was a little bit of a surprise. Although I am very happy to have been nominated and to have been given this opportunity.”

Jackson has been around the gym since 2011 and part of the executive board since 2012. She started as secretary and then moved to vice-president in 2014. Mike Laurenson, owner of Elite Marble and Granite, who are the main sponsors, is the new vice-president. Laurenson has sponsored many boxers in recent years, the most recent being Dariel, Hopkin and Dalhouse at training camp in London for two months.

Ann-Marie Byrd was Jackson’s predecessor. Jackson said: “In the main we are working towards the same goals, the key ones being the Commonwealth Games in 2018 and the Olympics in 2020 for the elite boxers. However, I qualified as a national level ref and judge earlier this year, so my concentration since that point has been on building a Cayman team of officials, so integrating the training of officials and building the younger boxers in the gym is very important.

“The new board is going to implement this by having more small scale shows in the gym to keep the boxers and officials active and motivated. The first one is currently being planned for Sept. 16 by the fundraising committee.”

So, what are her main goals? “What every president hopes to achieve I think, which is obviously a major international medal. We did extremely well at the Caribbean Development Boxing Tournament last year under the leadership of Ann-Marie so we hope to build on that foundation and return to the CDBT this year with an even bigger team.”

Head coach Ryan Barrett is a former world champion pro based in the U.K. He runs his own gym in south London when not coaching the Cayman boxers. His position in Cayman was uncertain and Barrett openly declared that.

Jackson said: “The new board is going to implement this by having more small scale shows in the gym to keep the boxers and officials active and motivated. The first one is currently being planned for Sept. 16 by the fundraising committee.”

So, what are her main goals? “What every president hopes to achieve I think, which is obviously a major international medal. We did extremely well at the Caribbean Development Boxing Tournament last year under the leadership of Ann-Marie so we hope to build on that foundation and return to the CDBT this year with an even bigger team.”

Head coach Ryan Barrett is a former world champion pro based in the U.K. He runs his own gym in south London when not coaching the Cayman boxers. His position in Cayman was uncertain and Barrett openly declared that.

Jackson said: “The situation is resolved. Subject to confirmation of our funding position over the next few weeks, coach Barrett is very happy and will be remaining as part of our coaching team.”

She is hopeful that Cayman’s top fighters can reach their potential and inspire others. “Obviously Dariel and Hopkin are our two current elite boxers and we are hoping to see exciting things from them as they drop weight classifications,” she said.

“Our current international youth team consists of Chambria Dalhouse and Alex Smith who both just returned from the Youth Commonwealth in the Bahamas. “We also have some very promising looking youth boxers in the gym and there is a good number of them, including Aaron Miller. Most promising however, are our young female boxers including Neandra Forbes-Morgan and Brandy Barnes (the daughter of new board member and former Cayman boxer Ernest Barnes), so watch this space!”

Tafari Ebanks, Hopkin’s cousin, was the top Cayman fighter until he left for Miami some months ago. Jackson has not heard from Tafari in a while. “I believe that he is in the U.S. training with coach Norman Wilson but I am not sure if he has turned pro or not. Ideally, we would hope to have him back boxing for Cayman.”

The 35-year-old Brit is a law lecturer by profession. She worked at the Truman Bodden Law School for seven years and before that she taught for three years in Bradford. “I only recently moved into the private sector for a challenge and a change. I’m currently working in all different types of law but family and employment are my areas of expertise.”

Jackson will have a list of the new CIBA board as soon as it is confirmed by the governing body, AIBA, shortly “but they are extremely enthusiastic and already working on the fundraising event for September”. Jackson added that she is “very grateful to everyone who contributes to boxing in Cayman, especially government, the Cayman Islands Olympic Committee, our sponsors, outgoing board and in particular Ann-Marie Byrd who has dedicated a countless number of years to the sport”.

Dariel Ebanks is Cayman’s most accomplished fighter

Chambria Dalhouse went to the Youth Commonwealth Games last month

Ryan Barrett is head coach

Hopkin Ebanks has immense potential
Martinez signs for Portuguese club

A Caymanian teenager has signed a two-year professional contract with a top Portuguese football club, Sebastian Martinez signed with Leixões SC on Monday.

Located in Matosinhos, a city in the northern Porto district of Portugal, Leixões SC play in the Liga Pro, which is the second-tier of the Portuguese football league system after the Primeira liga.

Leixões SC has a close relationship with two of Portugal’s top clubs – Benfica and Braga. Martinez, 18, makes the switch from English League 2 club Swindon Town where he signed a development contract as a trainee with the celebrated Swindon Town Youth Academy in 2011, aged 13. In 2015, after making his mark in the youth ranks, Martinez signed a two-year apprenticeship contract with the English club.

Thanks to the continuing efforts of Fitzroy Simpson, who is a former player with Swindon Town, Manchester City and Portsmouth and Reggae Boyz member who starred for Jamaica in the 1998 World Cup, Martinez’s dream of playing professional football has become a reality.

“With Simpson’s guidance and through his tireless efforts, Martinez blossomed at Swindon Town’s Youth Academy, the youth teams and the senior reserve team,” Simpson and his business partner, Caesar Boaventura of GIC International Sports Company, who played a key role in brokering the agreement with the Portuguese outfit, will ensure that Martinez continues to work hard and develop at his new club.

After putting pen to paper, Martinez said: “I want to thank all those that have supported me on my journey over the past six years particularly Swindon Town Football Club, Jeremy Newton, Alan McLoughlin and Fitzroy Simpson for the magnificent opportunities and rigorous preparations; my parents and sisters for their support and unwavering belief in me; the rest of my family and friends; and the Government of the Cayman Islands who have supported me since 2011.”

He added: “I am very excited and look forward to the challenges that lie ahead as I embark on the next leg of my journey in Portugal. Speaking on behalf of the Cayman Islands Football Association, president Lee Ramon said: “This is great news. Sebastian’s name will be forever-enshrined in Cayman’s football history books. It proves that if our youngsters stick to the task at hand, remain committed and work hard, then success can be attained. Members of GIC’s executive committee congratulate Sebastian on his every success in Portugal.”

Equally impressed is Barbara Connolly, the Temporary Minister for Education, Youth, Sports, Agriculture and Lands. She said: “It is not surprising that Sebastian has earned a professional contract to play football. It was a dream of his years ago under the tutelage of coach Winston Chung.

“Unlike most with similar dreams however, Sebastian demonstrated a disciplined approach to his future and continued to achieve excellent grades in school while he steadily developed his football skills. The government is pleased to have been able to play a role in his development and we congratulate Sebastian on this achievement.”

The 2017/18 Portuguese regular season is already under way and Martinez will be looking to impress his new employers. 

Purple Dragon excel in US

Seven competitors from Purple Dragon School of Martial Arts returned to the Cayman Islands with a clutch of awards from the US Capitol Classics Open Martial Arts Tournament.

The 35th Annual US Capitol Classics is one of the most prestigious martial arts tournaments in Sport Karate with a NASKA 6 A rating (the highest rating).

The Caymanian team comprised of four Purple Dragon black belt competitors and three under black belt ranks. They competed in divisions such as Sparing, Forms, Extreme Forms, Weapons, Extreme Weapons, Self-defense and the highly contested 17 years and under synchronized forms divisions, in which team members Dante Baptiste and Isabella Powery took third place. Dante and Isabella also went on to win four first place trophies each in various forms and fighting divisions.

Purple Dragon dominated in the self-defense division with Powery taking the top title and Danette McLoughlin, a first time competitor, capturing second place in their various divisions. They were assisted by Abraham Powery and Dante Baptiste. Abraham went on to win first place in creative weapons, second place in continuous fighting and second place in creative forms, with Dante taking first place.

The two youngest competitors, Josiah Baptiste and Corey McLoughlin, both 9 years old, demonstrated that the future of martial arts in the Cayman Islands is secure by winning second and third in sparing respectively and Josiah also earned fourth place in his Forms division. Sensei Geddes Hislop (5th degree black belt) brought home two first place victories for creative forms and weapons and second place in sparing in the 50 years and over divisions.

“I am very proud of the team and the level of discipline and commitment they demonstrated in preparation for this event. It really shows that hard work pays off and we are very excited to take part in the 35th Annual US Capitol Classics Open Martial Arts Tournament.” said Shihan Floyd Baptiste, head instructor of Purple Dragon Cayman Islands. The Purple Dragon International Team consists of five countries and was led by Purple Dragon’s chief instructor Professor Don Jacob. The team won 21 first places, nine second places, 14 third place and nine fourth places.

Academy guest players shine

In addition to the resounding success of the six Academy Sports Club teams who travelled to Minnesota last month for the 33rd annual Schwan’s USA Cup, five Academy players quietly shone as guests on other teams.

Finigan Huffington Bryan and Adebayo Oremule played with Vardar Soccer Club from Michigan, managing to make it to the U19 Gold Cup semi-final, while Ashely Ebanks, Jasmine Powery and Shimiari Fisher lent their talents to Peterborough SC from Ontario, Canada and made it to the girls U17 Gold Cup semi-finals.

Teams were sourced for the players to guest play with as there weren’t enough Academy players to make a team for their age brackets. All players made significant contributions to their teams, with Bryan, Oremule, and Fisher all scoring goals in the tournament.

“Our players who were guests on other teams had a unique experience at the tournament as they were able to interact with and get to know teams from another country, as well as play with them,” said Virgil Seymour, Academy head coach.

Colleagues present at the tournament expressed interest in the older Academy players. “It is always a good feeling to hear that a college team is interested in a player from Academy,” said Seymour. “We are extremely grateful to the teams for allowing our players to join them for the week and for giving them the opportunity to get in front of the eyes of some college scouts.”

Academy also welcomed players from other teams to play with their six teams during the tournament. “While at the USA Cup, we like to create relationships with other teams as much as we can, allowing us to have these kinds of situations where other teams can help us out and we can help them as well,” said Seymour. “This guest player programme also promotes a cross cultural experience through football.”
The English Premier league kicks off this weekend and with all the big money spent expectations are high with the Manchester clubs. The transfer window doesn’t end until August 31st so there is still time for teams to make big moves. Manchester City are everybody’s favourites for the title, mainly because Pep Guardiola has been so busy in the transfer market. He has had a huge clear out at the Etihad Stadium after his debut season finished with no trophies and a third-place finish. His first season started impressively with 10 straight wins but Guardiola’s porous defence was exposed after that. City were impressive going forward but conceding too many goals at crucial times were his downfall. Nothing less than a Premier League title will satisfy fans and club owners alike.
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PUZZLES/COMICS

CURTIS

BY RAY BILLINGSYE

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN

BY STAN LEE

JUDGE PARKER

BY WOODY WILSON & MIKE MANLEY

Have fun with THE CAYMAN REPORTER

WORD SLEUTH

WORDS WITH THREE G’S

I D A X U R P D M J G D A X V
S Q E N K E I F E D A X V T
Q O M L J L (B A G G A G E) E H
F C A Y G G G G W G G G U G R P
N L J G H G N N N F A A D B
Z X V T A O I I I I G Y G R Q
O M K I G G G G L G G H N F D
B Z Y W V U G T U G G E R Q
O N L K O U A L O O R O I H
F D C G M A B R E L Z U R B X
W V U S R Q G O N F M K G F J

TUESDAY’S UNLISTED CLUE: JOHNSON

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions — forward, backward, up, down and diagonally. Wednesday’s unlisted clue hint: A GROUP OF GEESE.

HOCUS-POCUS

BY HENRY BOLTINOFF

CROSSWORD

BY THOMAS JOSEPH

ACROSS

1 Heart outlet
6 Gator’s kin
10 Dog show category
11 Utah city
12 Laid off around
13 Two-point shot
14 Consider
15 Tex-Mex snack
16 Pitcher’s number
17 Use a towel
18 Was ahead
19 Gymnast’s finish
22 At hand
23 Tiny bit
26 Coupon offering
29 “—” favor (please)
32 Look upon
33 Life story, for short
34 Tanzania neighbor
36 Loafers
37 Nepal neighbor
38 Fancy events
39 God
40 Cheer up
41 Pennsylvania port

DOWN

1 Tolerated
2 Get
3 Chinese, say
4 Let go
5 Abound
6 Study all night
7 Fit for a king
8 Future
9 Made do
11 Command to the kids
12 Flip
13 Capote-based play
15 Pillow Talk star
20 Fuming
21 Overly
23 Like
24 Lasso
25 Bring to life
27 Dolphin’s home
28 Flung
29 Self
30 Hold
31 Arm
32 Bones
33 Evening, in ads
36 Java
37 Neighbor
38 Acquire
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Join an uninvited team. A team who knows that the perfect experience is in their hands. The Ritz Carlton, Grand Cayman is selecting Ladies and Gentlemen for the following positions:

**Food & Beverage Server**

- Responsible for creating ADP schedules for the department.
- Minimum of 3 years administrative & operations experience in a five star hotel or resort.
- Extensive knowledge of hotel operations and systems.
- Proficient in Microsoft Office, Excel, and Power Point.
- A degree in hospitality would be desirable.
- Excellent communication skills.
- Must be able to type 50-60wpm.
- Must have excellent telephone etiquette and electronic peripherals.
- Ability to handle multiple tasks at once.
- Ability to be a clear thinker and remain calm in pressure situations.
- Ability to focus attention on details, be well organized and follow up.
- Must have excellent telephone etiquette and electronic peripherals.
- Document and communicate all guest requests/complaints/appraisal personnel.
- Hourly rate US$10.00-12.00, plus a share of the gratuity pool.

**Human Resources Manager**

- As a member of the property Human Resources support staff, he/she works with Human Resources employees to carry out the daily activities of the Human Resource Office including oversight of recruitment, total compensation, and training and development. Additionally, he/she focuses on delivering HR services that meet or exceed the needs of employees and enable business success; as well as ensures compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and operating procedures. This position is directly responsible for overseeing the Recruitment and Employment functions of all the Ladies and Gentlemen in accordance with company policies and procedures. Qualified candidates must have:
  - Experience working in Human Resources, preferably in a Five-Star/Five-Diamond hotel with 400 employees plus.
  - 2 year degree from an accredited university in Human Resources, Business Administration, or related major; 3 year experience in the human resources, management operations, or related positions.
  - Background in Training
  - Strong forecasting, scheduling and organizational skills.
  - Previous International recruitment, benefits and pre-opening experience
  - Minimum bachelor’s degree in a related discipline, past grad degree desirable. Experience in hotel operations is desired
  - Able to develop rapport and positive working relationships with all employees and applicants
  - Strong organizational, time management, written and verbal communication skills.
  - Proficient in Microsoft Access, Word, and Excel.
  - Professional in work, style, and appearance.
  - Excellent office and guest service skills
  - Must be team-oriented
  - Must be 18 years of age or older.
  - Hourly rate US$5.49-US$7.00, plus a share of the gratuity pool.

**Pool & Beach Attendant**

- Duties include guest engagement, anticipating the needs of guest, providing extraordinary comfort and wellbeing.
- Other primary responsibilities include maintaining the highest levels of cleanliness, safety and comfort, pool and cabana services, serving of desert, resort amenities, providing information about the Resort and The Cayman Islands. Obtain, fold, and stack towels according to company procedures. Conduct inventory of supplies, materials, and equipment and inform supervisor/manager of low supply items.
- Previous guest service skills in a luxury resort preferred.
- Ability to work outside all day and during extreme weather conditions.
- Excellent communication skills in English (English required)
- Strong ability to deal with multiple tasks at once.
- Must be able to type, pull or push items of up to 50 lbs.
- Hourly rate US$5.50-US$6.25, plus a share of the gratuity pool (which may annualize to an additional $ per hour, fluctuates by season.)

Let’s Go Building & Maintenance Ltd. is hiring!

- **1 Mason**
  - 5-10 years experience, Salary CI$12.00
  - Benefits as per labour law
  - PO Box 187
  - Grand Cayman, KY1-1201

**Beauty Therapists**

- Min 2 years experience
- Base salary + commissions+
- Full statutory benefits.
- Email daedalus2@gmail.com

**D & R Mobile Mechanic Ltd**

- Auto Mechanic
  - Min. 5 yrs exp.
  - CI$32 per/hr + benefits
  - KY1-1202

**Indian council needs**

- **OFFICE ASSISTANT**
  - Must speak Hindi/Tamil language, minimum 2 years of experience in office environment.
  - Salary 12000/City/and other benefits as per the cayman labour laws.
  - Only caymanians, RTW, Status holder need to apply
  - Apply to: Indian council, P O Box 11214, Airport post office, KY1-1088

**Paul’s Metal Roofing & Guttering Ltd.**

- Is looking for
  - **Roofers**
  - Must have 10-15 years Experience, reliable able to work on high story buildings.
  - Salary CI$ 10-15 hour
  - Plus Pension and Health Insurance
  - Caymanian and Status Holders need only apply
  - P.O. Box 141 87
Prepay Proposition Manager

**JOB OVERVIEW**

Reporting to the Marketing and Consumer Director, you will be responsible for managing the full portfolio roadmap for all initiatives within the value added services portfolio and the execution of activities to maximize revenue and margin.

You will have end-to-end ownership and management of the lifecycle for proposition and promotion initiatives from concept through to implementation. This includes responsibility for identifying customer needs, defining proposition specification, defining and delivering go to market plans and communications briefs.

**MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES**

- Monitor market trends and industry developments and proactively recommend portfolio or pricing enhancements to drive customer revenues.
- Take insights, trends and commercial needs and turn these into great propositions and promotions that are customer focused, competitive and relevant.
- Work closely with the business analysts to create business models, complete impact analysis and determine product pricing for launch.
- Work closely with customer care to define end-to-end customer experience.
- Lead cross-functional project teams including technical, financial, sales, marketing communications and customer care through the go to market implementation of new products and services, promotions and/or enhancements to the existing portfolio.
- Produce clearly targeted proposition and service definitions with well-defined market positioning, features and benefits, including the communications brief for the marketing communications team.
- Define and/or feed in requirements for market research, feasibility studies, and competitive intelligence.

**EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE**

- Bachelor degree
- 3-5 years Commercial marketing experience for a telecoms provider working in a revenue generating or product type role.
- Experience in managing complex projects across cross-functional teams.
- Strong proposition development and management skills and experience in gaining support for marketing initiatives in a diverse, cross-functional environment.
- Able to balance commercial and technical requirements and objectives.
- Sound knowledge of budget and business case preparation.

**KEY COMPETENCIES**

- Customer centricity and insight led with a curious mind.
- Highly analytical, commercially minded and results oriented.
- Strong leadership skills, self-motivated, able to drive others, and be a positive influence.
- Exceptional written and verbal communication skills.
- Flexible and resilient and also able to handle constant change.
- Able to work in a high pressured environment with tight deadlines.
- Strong creativity and energy.
- Team player.

Remuneration package range is CI$60K - $80K per annum, depending on qualifications and experience. Digicel offers 100% health coverage for the prospective employee, plus a discretionary performance based bonus.

To apply for this position, you should forward your resume to: discretionary performance based bonus.

**Assistant Mechanic/Sales Representative**

- The ideal candidate would have minimum of 5 years experience in this field of work and would need to also be certified in the mechanic field as well.
- This candidate should be knowledgeable of the auto industry, experience in minor and major repairs, polite with customers and be efficient in their work techniques on a whole.

Monthly salary is $1,200 to $1,500 depending on qualification and experience.

We offer a complete benefit package as required by law.

Qualified applicants can apply by email at sales@disitemports.net or in writing to: Digicel

Assistant Mechanic/Sales Representative

Required Min. 3 years of related experience, Good knowledge QuickBooks, Payroll, Web, Website & Cash Handling.

Knowledge of Bakery, Pastries, Cakes and Beverages would be an asset.

Salary: USD $7.00/Hour + Grats, Medical & Pension.

Please forward CV and references to: Digicel

**Food & Beverage Servers**

Requirements: Min. 2-3 years F&B Server experience, Knowledge of specialty coffees and POS Systems.

Salary: USD $5.50/Hour + Tips +Grats, Medical & Pension.

**Customer Service/Events & Office Coordinator**

Required Min. 3 years of related experience.

Good knowledge QuickBooks, Payroll, Website & Cash Handling.

Knowledge of Bakery, Pastries, Cakes and Beverages would be an asset.

Salary: USD $7.00/Hour + Grats, Medical & Pension.

Please forward CV’s and references to: Treats Restaurant

**Pastry & Baker Assistant/ Assistant Cook**

Required Min. of 5 years’ Experience, Knowledge of Bakery, Confectionary design, Multi cuisine & Kitchen knowledge.

Salary: USD $7.00 onwards /Hour + Grats, Medical & Pension.

**Kitchen Helper**

Minimum 3 years’ experience needed, to work with cooking and baking.

Salary: USD $5.50/Hour + Grats, Medical & Pension.

Please forward CV’s to: Treats Restaurant

**Treats Restaurant**

P.O Box 30291, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands, KY1-1202.
Be part of a team the Beach House way

We are looking for candidates who can ensure that guests discover the grace and color of our intimate Beach House Experience and take what is already great service, to new levels. If you feel you have what it takes to help us create the ultimate guest experience then apply online

WE INVITE APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION

Junior Sous Chef

The applicant must have at least 8 years of experience in the culinary field including 5 years in a Supervisory position working in a high volume upscale environment. The successful candidate is responsible for providing technical and administrative assistance to the Executive Chef and ensuring effective kitchen operations. Duties include but are not limited to: Supervise and coordinate activities of cooks and workers. Determine how food should be presented, and create decorative food displays. Ensure proper portion, arrangement, and food garnish to be served. Monitor the quantity of food that is prepared. Inform Food & Beverage service staff of menu specials and out of stock menu items. Prepare special meals or substitute items. Assist cooks and kitchen staff with various tasks. Provide cooks with needed items. Monitor stock of kitchen supplies and food. Maintain kitchen logs for food safety program and food products. Ensure the quality of the food items and notify manager if a product does not meet specifications. Successful candidates must be able to effectively supervise and train subordinates, participate in operation of the kitchen, independently and resolve work issues. Must also be able to prepare written reports and to communicate effectively. A culinary degree is required for this position. The candidate will be taking care of scheduling workforce according to the business needs.

Salary CI $20.00 - $22.00 per hour plus gratuities

Deadline to apply August 20, 2017

Kindly submit your application through www.marriott.com/careers

INSURANCE ADMINISTRATOR

Requirements:

- Insurance certificate, or C.A.B Insurance designation or C.P.U.
- Proficiency in Microsoft Word & Excel
- Proficiency in VISION software system
- 5+ years experience in servicing insurance clientele and underwriting, including negotiating insurance terms for marine, private and commercial property, and preparation and presentation of renewal and new business proposals:
- 4+ years experience in training and supervising an insurance-focused customer service team

The successful candidate will have initiative along with strong organizational and marketing skills.

Applicant should be able to communicate effectively with all levels of management and diverse clientele, and also have a strong ability to work in a team.

Monthly Salary range CI $4,500 to CI $6,000 + benefits commensurate with qualifications & experience.

Apply no later than August 26th, 2017 to:

Human Resources
Boyle Insurance Brokers Ltd.
35 Pasadora Place, Smith Rd
P.O. Box 701, Grand Cayman KY1-1107

www.boyleins.com

Be part of a team the Beach House way

We are looking for candidates who can ensure that guests discover the grace and color of our intimate Beach House Experience and take what is already great service, to new levels. If you feel you have what it takes to help us create the ultimate guest experience then apply online

WE INVITE APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION

Purchase Supervisor

The Purchasing Supervisor is responsible for all purchasing procedures on the property and reports into the Accounting department. Manages all storeroom functions and duties, directly responsible for the General Storeroom supplies. These include ordering, receiving, storing, issuing, and maintaining all products, implementing maintenance of all internal control and audit policies and procedures. Responsible for ensuring that goods are received per specifications and all items are issued per requisition. Additionally, the cleanliness, sanitation, safety and orderly condition of the storage facilities are a direct and daily responsibility. Additional responsibilities include conducting and managing the request for proposal (RFP/ Bid process), contract maintenance, capital expenditures, maintenance and administering the procurement system, and active participation in the month end and budgeting process. Candidate must have food and beverage knowledge as 75% of the purchasing will be for the culinary department, as well as supervisory experience and computer/inventory tracking experience. Must have at least two (2) years of related work experience and at least one (1) year of supervisory experience.

Salary CI $11.00 - $13.00

Deadline to apply: August 27, 2017

Kindly submit your application through www.marriott.com/careers

SALESPEOPLE/INVENTORY CONTROL CLERK

- Experience in footwear sales, cataloging and computerized Inventory Control Systems – minimum 5 years experience
- Reliable, responsible, honest, mature, able to organize & work with initiatives, able to lift boxes up to 40lbs.
- Available to work Monday – Saturday: 9:30am – 6:00pm
- Total 45 hours per week
- Basic salary CI$27.00, plus commission.

Apply, in writing, to: Director of Human Resources
R.O. Box 1910 GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1110

We are looking for Cashier / Store Cleaner

Seeking an experienced Cashier/Store Cleaner, to work in a minimart and have experience with the customer service with ability to work assigned shifts.

Requirements: High school diploma or its equivalent, at least (1-2) years of experience in the same field, must know POS & QuickBooks with a minimum supervision, honest, work on time, attentive, have a Clean Police record.

Salary will be commutative with experience. (CI$50.00 to CI$70.00 p/hr) Plus Pension and Health Insurance as per Cayman Islands Law

CV & references from previous employer required.

For more info. Pls visit: meda.gov.ky

Job Posting ID: 5124016
Pls. submit resume to: P.O. Box 11364, Grand Cayman KY1-1010

Flowers Restaurateurs

Seeks applications for:

Kitchen Helper / Dishwasher

Applicants must:
- Have a min 3 yrs relevant experience
- Candidates must be physically fit and capable of heavy lifting as role requires receiving deliveries of boxes / cases of products & beverage
- Other duties incl. manual pot washing & assisting with kitchen food prep & other related duties
- Able to maintain very high hygiene standards for kitchen & equipment
- Able to perform basic food prep
- Must be able to start from 6am, work double shifts, weekends & public holidays if required.

Salary/Benefits: CI$550-560 bi-weekly + gratuities.

Cook / Chef de Partie

Applicants must:
- Graduate of an internationally recognised culinary school
- Have a min of 3yr work exp in fine dining
- Skill in all areas including grill/lime, cold station & pastry
- Able to work 45hrs/week
- Must be able to start from 6am
- Must be able to work weekends, double shifts & public holidays if required.

Salary/Benefits: CI$550-650 (dep. on exp.) bi-monthly + gratuities.

Food & Beverage Server

Applicants must:
- Have a min of 1 yrs. work exp. in similar environment (fine dining)
- Be comfortable in a fast paced environment
- Excellent food & beverage knowledge
- Managing a high volume of transactions
- Be available for work from 4:30am weekdays
- Work min. of 45hrs per week
- Be willing to work double shifts/ weekends when required
- Be physically capable of working standing up for extended periods.

Salary/Benefits: CI$5-10 per hour (dep. on exp.) + gratuities.

To Apply:
All applications must provide an up-to-date resume, cover letter, 3 excellent employer references & a clean police clearance.

Send resume with cover letter, ref & copy of police report to careers@nordicellevi.com

All positions receive pension & health ins. per the Labour Law.

NO PHONE CALLS

Beware of the chair
Sitting is the new smoking

For a healthier lifestyle, move more, sit less

Bogle Insurance Brokers Ltd.
35 Pasadora Place, Smith Rd
P.O. Box 701, Grand Cayman KY1-1107

Deadline to apply: August 27, 2017

Kindly submit your application through www.marriott.com/careers

Flowers Restaurateurs Seek applications for:

Kitchen Helper/Dishwasher

Applicants must:
- Have a min 3 yrs relevant experience
- Candidates must be physically fit and capable of heavy lifting as role requires receiving deliveries of boxes / cases of products & beverage.
- Other duties incl. manual pot washing & assisting with kitchen food prep & other related duties.
- Able to maintain very high hygiene standards for kitchen & equipment.
- Able to perform basic food prep.
- Must be able to start from 6am, work double shifts, weekends & public holidays if required.

Salary/Benefits: CI$550-650 bi-weekly + gratuities.

Cook/Chef de Partie

Applicants must:
- Graduate of an internationally recognised culinary school.
- Have a min of 3 yrs work exp in fine dining.
- Skill in all areas including grill/lime, cold station & pastry.
- Able to work 45hrs/week.
- Must be able to start from 6am.
- Must be able to work weekends, double shifts & public holidays if required.

Salary/Benefits: CI$550-650 (dep. on exp.) bi-monthly + gratuities.

Food & Beverage Server

Applicants must:
- Have a min of 1 yrs work exp. in similar environment (fine dining).
- Be comfortable in a fast paced environment.
- Excellent food & beverage knowledge.
- Managing a high volume of transactions.
- Be available for work from 4:30am weekdays.
- Work min. of 45hrs per week.
- Be willing to work double shifts/ weekends when required.
- Be physically capable of working standing up for extended periods.

Salary/Benefits: CI$5-10 per hour (dep. on exp.) + gratuities.

To Apply:
All applications must provide an up-to-date resume, cover letter, 3 excellent employer references & a clean police clearance.

Send resume with cover letter, ref & copy of police report to careers@nordicellevi.com

All positions receive pension & health ins. per the Labour Law.

NO PHONE CALLS.
We are looking for an outgoing, patient and enthusiastic individual to join our vibrant Kids Club Department as a Kids Club Attendant. The successful candidate will be on a fixed term seasonal contract from November to the end of July. 

We welcome ONLY applications from suitable Caymanians and Permanent Residents. Applicants are being accepted for the following position:

**Kids Club Attendant (Seasonal)**

- **Principal Duties and Responsibilities:**
  - Be responsible for the well-being and safety of children in the Kids Club Department.
  - Supervise children during activities and ensure they follow safety guidelines.
  - Participate in the organizing and leading of arts and crafts, games and songs.

- **Other Duties and Responsibilities:**
  - Be able to work flexible hours, including weekends and holidays.
  - Be creative and have a genuine interest in working with children.
  - Be responsible and reliable.
  - Participate in the planning and execution of Kids Club activities.

- **Qualifications:**
  - A very high level of skill and workmanship is imperative.
  - Must have necessary trade tools and own transportation.
  - Must have necessary trade tools and own transportation.

- **Salary:**
  - US$8.00 - $12.00 per hour commensurate on experience.

- **Benefits:**
  - Free meals for at least half a meal per shift.
  - Free accommodation during work hours.
  - Additional benefits if applicable.

- **Deadline to apply:** August 28, 2017

Kindly submit your application through www.marriott.com/careers.
Feeling a bit chilly? Wrap up with this hat and scarf. It’s a great way to feel cozy and fashionable at the same time.

The prison has announced a new program that is being introduced to its inmates. The program is designed to teach them a skill to help them upon release. Inmates will be taught how to make handbags from the skin of green iguanas, which are a common sight in Cayman.

This program not only helps the inmates gain a valuable skill, but it also helps the country by reducing the number of iguanas roaming around. These pesky reptiles can cause damage to properties and can be a burden to some people.

The prison is encouraging others to get involved and support this initiative. They are asking businesses and individuals to donate materials such as tarpaulin, lanterns, first aid kits, and 5-gallon buckets to help the inmates get started.

Insurance: Be insured and be prepared. Save on your buildings cover and claim a free storm kit or $250 gift certificate! The storm kit is free to all new home insurance policy holders. It contains all the essentials, and it’s a great way to ensure you’re prepared for any weather that comes your way.

Some restaurants are even turning green iguanas into a tasty gourmet item. People are loving this new culinary trend and are excited to try green iguana dishes.

Could car fumes soon be a thing of the past? Some cars are being developed that run on green iguanas. This could be the future of sustainable transportation.

Don’t be seen without this costume at the beach. This season’s must-have accessory is perfect for anyone looking to stand out in the sun.

This tennis racket is bound to up your game, just ask Andy Murray. He swears by it and it’s helping him win more matches.

Some friends are going to Bahamut, a popular destination for island hopping in the Caribbean. They’re excited to enjoy the sun, sand, and sea.

This photo was taken at the Crisis Centre. The Crisis Centre is a vital resource for those in need. They are always looking for volunteers and donations to help them continue their important work.

The woman, who has asked not to be named, married a man here in Cayman and at first, was more than happy in her relationship. However, things took a turn for the worse. Eventually, she stepped up and got out, and she is now urging others to do the same.

The woman, who was the victim of domestic abuse for years, stepped up and got out. She is now urging others to do the same. She has asked not to be named, but her story is one that needs to be heard.

The job they do is really amazing. It’s life changing. I don’t know how I would have made it without them.

The verbal and the emotional abuse is the worst. It does a lot to you. And it’s hard for me to even talk about it. I’m more aware of domestic abuse is embedded into culture. And as a result, this victim is rebuilding and starting again.

The night he tried to kill me, he went from screaming to quiet. He was calm, quiet, and it’s fine. And it’s easy sometimes not to see it.

We had a lot of sessions, they encouraged me to do other things, to be busy, I was going to the Crisis Centre, I was broken face. He went from screaming to calm, quiet, and it’s fine. And it’s easy sometimes not to see it.

Some people have the idea that domestic abuse is only about physical. But it’s not. That’s the message from one woman who was the victim of domestic abuse for years. Eventually, she stepped up and got out, and she is now urging others to do the same.

I started thinking about what more I could give, to George Town, to that. And there was always someone there to listen to me and to be understanding. Sometimes even a shoulder to cry on and I cried a lot.

I'm more aware of the little things, those little things that might not mean a lot, but to others, it can mean the world.

The woman, who has asked not to be named, married a man here in Cayman and at first, was more than happy in her relationship. Eventually, she stepped up and got out, and she is now urging others to do the same.

that’s the message from one woman who was the victim of domestic abuse for years. Eventually, she stepped up and got out, and she is now urging others to do the same.

To take advantage of this offer, please contact us! email: sales@caymanreporter.com or call: 345 946.6060
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